CooperSurgical is the leading manufacturer of innovative medical devices and procedure-oriented solutions that advance the standard of care. Our highly reliable and clinically relevant products, as well as nearly 150 clinically trained utilization sales specialists, facilitate the delivery of enhanced outcomes for your patients, regardless of the clinical setting.

For more information, call 800.243.2974 or 203.601.5200 or visit www.coopersurgical.com. Also, see us on YouTube at www.YouTube.com/CooperSurgical.
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Ordering Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AU-UPS</td>
<td>ALLY Uterine Positioning System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU-CART</td>
<td>ALLY Uterine Positioning System Cart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU-AD</td>
<td>Uterine Positioning System Adapter for RUMI and Advincula Arch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMH650</td>
<td>RUMI Uterine Manipulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMH750</td>
<td>Advincula Arch Uterine Manipulator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ALLY Uterine Positioning System™
Facilitating Static Control of Anatomy During Gynecologic Laparoscopic Procedures

ALLY Uterine Positioning System™
Hoyte Sacro Tips for Vaginal Prolapse Repair
Are Ideally Suited for Use With the ALLY UPS

Provides Constant Static Control and Greater Exposure Where and When it’s Needed

The ALLY UPS system provides exceptional static control, creating greater exposure and enhancing visualization during GYN laparoscopic procedures. From Myomectomy, to Tubal and ovario Salpingectomy, using the ALLY UPS manipulator increases efficiencies while eliminating manpower fatigue.

ALLY UPS ensures steady cephalad pressure, helping to increase the distance between the ureters and other critical anatomy during dissection, establishing these landmarks and obtaining adequate anatomy to prevent complications while performing the colpotomy incision.

Adapter and drape are integrated into one device to make draping simple and fast.

Adapters can be used with either the RUMI or Advincula Arch Manipulator.

AL-UPS Console connects efficiently to the right side of the OR table using a standardized bed rail clamp.

Best pelvic maneuver provides ease, precision and accuracy benefiting the surgeon.

Foot pedal operation provides ease, precision and accuracy benefiting the surgeon.

ALLY UPS Adapter Including Shape

ALLY UPS Cart (shown with ALLY UPS)

ALLY UPS Adapter Including Shape

ALLY UPS System for the delivery of noted outcomes for your patients, regardless of the clinical setting.

For more information, call 800.243.2974 or 203.601.5200 or visit www.coopersurgical.com.

ALLY Uterine Positioning System™ Facilitating Static Control of Anatomy During Gynecologic Laparoscopic Procedures

ALLY Uterine Positioning System™ Facilitating Static Control of Anatomy During Gynecologic Laparoscopic Procedures
ALLY Uterine Positioning System™ Ensures Hands-Free Static Control of Tissue During All GYN Laparoscopic Procedures

The ALLY Uterine Positioning System (UPS) creates exposure and static control of the anatomy during operative and diagnostic GYN laparoscopy. This table-mounted system is designed to provide a full range of motion.

The ALLY UPS is designed to insert, position and secure RAMPT™ and Ambicure Arch™ uterine manipulators during laparoscopic procedures. Features and benefits include:

- Securely holds uterus in position for optimal visualization, access and safety
- Free your assistant to perform other tasks during the procedure
- Easy-to-cure foot pedal release facilitates positioning
- Connects to any operating table
- Fits easily within a limited work envelope offering easy access with greater efficiency
- Many surgeons consider the UPS a “must-have” when deploying the ALLY® Robot between the patient's legs.

Set Up Easy As 1, 2, 3...

1. CONNECT
   - Once the patient is positioned and legs are up in the stirrups, the ALLY UPS is snapped behind the stirrup bracket.

2. DRAPED
   - Attach the draper drape to the ALLY UPS and slide the drape down the back of the ALLY UPS.

3. LOCKED
   - Insert the uterine manipulator into the patient. Align the adapter to the uterine manipulator and attach.
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### Ordering Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AU-UPS</td>
<td>ALLY Uterine Positioning System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU-CART</td>
<td>ALLY Uterine Positioning System Cart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU-AD</td>
<td>Uterine Positioning System Adapter for RUMI and Advincula Arch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMH650</td>
<td>RUMI Uterine Manipulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMH750</td>
<td>Advincula Arch Uterine Manipulator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### ALLY Uterine Positioning System™

Facilitating Static Control of Anatomy During Gynecologic Laparoscopic Procedures

- **Hoyte Sacro Tips for Vaginal Prolapse Repair**
  - Ideally suited for use with the ALLY UPS
  - Provides constant static control and greater exposure where and when it's needed

- **ALLY UPS System**
  - Ensures steady cephalad pressure, helping to increase the distance between the ureters and other critical anatomy during dissection
  - Establishing these landmarks and distancing vital anatomy can prevent complications while performing the colpotomy incision

- **ALLY UPS Cart**
  - Shown with ALLY UPS

- **ALLY UPS Adapter Including Drape**

- **Advincula Arch with Uterine Tip and Koh-Efficient**

- **RUMI II with Uterine Tip and Koh-Efficient**
ALLY Uterine Positioning System™ Ensures Hands-Free Static Control of Tissue During All GYN Laparoscopic Procedures

The ALLY Uterine Positioning System (UPS) creates exposure and static control of the anatomy during operative and diagnostic GYN laparoscopy. This table-mounted system is designed to provide a full range of motion.

- Secures holds uterus in position for optimal visualization, access and patient safety
- Frees your assistant to perform other tasks during the procedure
- Easy-to-use foot pedal releases full range positioning
- Connects in any operating table
- Fits easily within a limited workspace, offering easy access with greater efficiency
- Many surgeons consider the UPS a “must have” when docking the da Vinci® Robot between the patient’s legs.

Set Up Easy As 1, 2, 3...

1. **CONNECT**
   - Once the patient is positioned and legs are up in the stirrups, the ALLY UPS is mounted behind the stirrup bracket.

2. **DRAPE**
   - Attach the adapter drape to the ALLY UPS and slide the drape down the neck of the ALLY UPS.

3. **DOCK**
   - Insert the uterine manipulator into the patient. Align the adapter to the uterine manipulator and attach.

Features and benefits include:

- Securely holds uterus in position for optimal visualization, access and patient safety
- Frees your assistant to perform other tasks during the procedure
- Easy-to-use foot pedal releases full range positioning
- Connects to any operating table
- Fits easily within a limited workspace, offering easy access with greater efficiency
- Many surgeons consider the UPS a "must have" when docking the da Vinci® Robot between the patient’s legs.

RUMI® with Uterine Tip and Coh-Efficient®

Advincula Arch™ with Uterine Tip and Coh-Efficient®
CooperSurgical is the leading manufacturer of innovative medical devices and procedure-oriented solutions that advance the standard of care. Our highly reliable and clinically relevant products, as well as nearly 150 clinically trained utilization sales specialists, facilitate the delivery of enhanced outcomes for your patients, regardless of the clinical setting.
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Ordering Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AU-UPS</td>
<td>ALLY Uterine Positioning System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU-CART</td>
<td>ALLY Uterine Positioning System Cart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU-AD</td>
<td>Uterine Positioning System Adapter for RUMI and Advincula Arch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMH650</td>
<td>RUMI Uterine Manipulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMH750</td>
<td>Advincula Arch Uterine Manipulator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ALLY Uterine Positioning System™
Facilitating Static Control of Anatomy During Gynecologic Laparoscopic Procedures

Provides Constant Static Control and Greater Exposure Where and When it’s Needed

The ALLY UPS system provides exceptional static control, creating greater exposure and enhancing visualization during GYN laparoscopic procedures. From Myomectomy to TLH and even Sacrocolpopexy, having the ALLY UPS manipulator increase efficiencies while eliminating extraneous fatigue.

ALLY UPS ensures steady cephalad pressure, helping to increase the distance between the arteries and other critical anatomy during dissection. Establishing these landmarks and distancing vital anatomy can prevent complications while performing the laparoscopic incision.

Adapters and drape are integrated into one device to make draping simple and fast.

Foot pedal operation provides quick response and accurate positioning.

Adapters can be used with either the RUMI or Advincula Arch Uterine Manipulators.

ALLY UPS Console remote controls are fixed on the right side of the OR table, enabling a standard preparation and setup.

Hoyte Sacro Tips for Vaginal Prolapse Repair

Are Ideally Suited for Use With the ALLY UPS

ALLY UPS ensures steady cephalad pressure, helping to increase the distance between the ureters and other critical anatomy during dissection. Establishing these landmarks and distancing vital anatomy can prevent complications while performing the colpotomy incision.

ALLY UPS system provides exceptional static control, creating greater exposure and enhancing visualization during all GYN laparoscopic procedures. From Myomectomy, to TLH and even Sacrocolpopexy, having the ALLY UPS manipulator increases efficiencies while eliminating extraneous fatigue.

ALLY UPS provides constant static control, creating greater exposure and enhancing visualization during all GYN laparoscopic procedures. From Myomectomy, to TLH and even Sacrocolpopexy, having the ALLY UPS manipulator increases efficiencies while eliminating extraneous fatigue.

ALLY UPS ensures steady cephalad pressure, helping to increase the distance between the arteries and other critical anatomy during dissection. Establishing these landmarks and distancing vital anatomy can prevent complications while performing the laparoscopic incision.